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Installing and setting up the EDR app

About the Symantec EDR app
The Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response app lets you leverage the power of Splunk. The app provides an
aggregated, as well as individual visualizations, for Network, Endpoint, and Email by collecting data from Symantec EDR
and Symantec Email Security.cloud. The app lets the incident responder monitor and investigate possible threats in the
organization by aggregating Symantec EDR incident and related event data from your Symantec EDR appliances in the
Splunk console. This app contains both the standard Splunk module and the Adaptive Response for Splunk Enterprise
Security Suite (ES) app for executing endpoint isolate/re-join and delete file actions. The Adaptive Response leverages
the AR Framework solution provided by Splunk through the Splunk Enterprise Security Suite.

Symantec Apps on Splunkbase
There are two bundles available on Splunkbase for the Symantec Endpoint Protection App for Splunk.

Table 1: Bundle Names on Splunkbase

Bundle Name Splunkbase URL Description

Symantec EDR App for Splunk
(symantec_atp_app)

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3453/ Symantec EDR App for Splunk

Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk
(TA-symantec_atp)

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3454/ Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk

Installing apps in Splunk
The Symantec EDR app lets you aggregate Symantec EDR incident and related event data from all of your control points
and view them in the Splunk console.

Before you set up the Symantec EDR app, ensure that you meet the following requirements:

• Proper Splunk credentials
You must have the proper credentials to download the free Symantec EDR app. See the Splunk documentation for
more information.

• Splunk Enterprise version 8.1 or later with Python interpreter version 3.   See Choose your Splunk Enterprise upgrade
path for the Python 3 migration for more information.

• Symantec Advanced Threat Protection 2.2 or higher or Symantec EDR 4.0 or higher
• Symantec Email Security.cloud credential with ViewStats permission
• Splunk Enterprise Security Suite (required only for Adaptive Response)
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Table 2: How to set up the Symantec EDR app for Splunk

Phase Task Description

1. Install the Symantec EDR
app.

Download the free Symantec EDR app
and install it.

To download the app from Broadcom:
1. Go to the Downloads portal: https://tipp-

integrations.broadcom.com
2. Authenticate with your Okta account when prompted

to sign in.
3. Locate the Symantec EDR App for Splunk.
4. Download both tar files (one is for the Symantec

EDR app; the other is for the add-on).
5. Install the app on Splunk Search Head in the case of

Distributed environment.
6. This app can be installed either through the Splunk

UI from "Manage Apps" or by extracting the
compressed file into $SPLUNK_HOME$/etc/apps
folder.

7. Restart Splunk after installation is complete.
To download the app from the Splunk apps store:
1. Go to the Splunk app store:

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/
2. In the Search field, search for Symantec EDR.
3. In the search results, click on the Symantec EDR

app for Splunk.
4. Click Login to Download and type your Splunk

logon credentials.
5. On the app description page, click on Download for

the Symantec EDR app.
6. Follow the online prompts to download the app. The

app appears in the Splunk console as Symantec
EDR for Splunk.

Note: Both the Symantec EDR app and Add-On must
be installed. For multiple servers involving Search Head,
Forwarder, and Indexer, click the following link:

Note: Install and configuring apps and add-ons in a
distributed Splunk environment

2. Configure Symantec EDR
app in Splunk.

Generate an OAuth client from the EDR
appliance console.

You must obtain an OAuth client to secure
communications between the ATP appliance and Splunk
to retrieve incident details. Use a unique OAuth client for
each instance of Symantec EDR that you register with
Splunk. You must have Symantec EDR admin rights to
create an OAuth client in the EDR appliance console.
Setting up Symantec EDR incident retrieval via OAuth
Tip: Keep this page open in your browser so that you
can copy/paste the client ID and client secret in the next
phase.
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Phase Task Description

Configure HTTP Event forwarding to
Splunk.

You must configure Symantec EDR to secure
communications between the Symantec EDR appliance
and Splunk to send events from Symantec EDR. Splunk
requires a generated token and this token is used to
exchange the logs.
Configuring event forwarding to Splunk
Tip: Keep this page open in your browser so that you
can copy/paste the client ID and client secret in the next
phase.

3. Perform post setup
configurations.

Depending on the control points in your environment,
the following steps let you configure credentials for each
control point in your environment and which control
points to display for your environment.
1. Configure the control points that you want to appear.

Configuring Symantec EDR app for Splunk
2. Configure credential for EDR: Email.

Configuring Symantec Email Security.cloud
3. Configure incident retrieval from EDR appliance

console.
Configuring EDR appliance console

Configuring event forwarding to Splunk
To configure event forwarding to Splunk

1. In Splunk Forwarder, create a token for HEC Collector by clicking Settings > Data > Data inputs. Under the HTTP
Event Collector section, click Add new.

2. Type a name for HTTP Event Collector (HEC), and then click Next, click Next again, and click Next one last time.

3. Copy the Token Value.

Referred to as the Splunk HEC Token.

4. In the EDR appliance console, go to Settings > Data Sharing.

5. Under Splunk Event Forwarding, click on Configure Splunk.

6. In the Splunk Event Forwarding dialog box, configure the following options:

Host Name Type the host name or IP address of the Splunk server.
If you use a cloud version of Splunk, add a prefix to the URI of the host name so that it
appears the same as your subscription.
If you use the self-service Splunk Cloud plan, pre-pend the host name with input-.
For all other Splunk Cloud plans, pre-pend the host name with http-inputs-.

Port Type the port number of the HTTP Event Collector for the Splunk server.
The default port is 8088.
To find the HTTP port number in Splunk:
1. In the Splunk console on the Settings menu, click Data Inputs.
2. Under Local inputs, click HTTP Event Collector.
3. At the top right of the HTTP Event Collector page, click Global Settings to view the

HTTP Port Number.
Token Paste the HTTP Event Collector token from the Splunk server.

If you do not have the token at-hand, you can find it in the Splunk console on the HTTP
Event Collector > Global Settings page.
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Forwarding Rate Configure this option to control the rate at which events are forwarded to the Splunk server.
The faster the rate, the more demand on network resources. The Unlimited setting disables
this feature, which may lead to high network bandwidth usage.
The default setting is Unlimited.

Use Network Proxy Check this option to use the Symantec EDR network proxy for the management server.
You must have the network proxy for the Symantec EDR appliance configured to use this
setting.
Most external connections go through an HTTP proxy instead of clients connecting directly.
But since the Splunk server can be cloud-based, you may want to use the network proxy.

Validate Splunk Server Certificate Check this option to install a certificate to further secure communications between
Symantec EDR and the Splunk Server. Symantec EDR forwards events only to the server
that has the given certificate.

Note: The connection to the Splunk server is secured over the HTTPS channel even if no
certificate is used. The Splunk connector trusts any Splunk server. But when you use a
certificate, the Splunk connector only trusts the Splunk server if the server uses a matching
certificate.

When you check this option, a Browse option appears which lets you locate and upload
your certificate.
See Splunk documentation for information about downloading a certificate. Symantec EDR
supports the following certificate types:
• DER encoded binary X.509 (.CER)
• Base-64 encoded X.509
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Event Forwarding Filters Click the Show Filters drop-down list to reveal additional options.
Click the Events Forward From drop-down menu to specify the date (starting at midnight
UTC) from which you want Symantec EDR events to be forwarded to Splunk. The default
date is the current date. Splunk forwards the events that you specified from this date
through the current date and time. The maximum time from which you can forward events to
Splunk is the past 6 months.
Important: If you modify the date to start forwarding events and|or the events that are
forwarded, duplicate events may appear in Splunk. For example, assume that you initially
configure Symantec EDR to forward only Network events for the last month. After 2 weeks
you modify Symantec EDR to forward all events for the last 6 months. The events that you
had forwarded when the time you initially configured the connector until the current date
appear a twice in the Splunk console.
Check the events that you want to forward to Splunk. By default, all events are forwarded.
Uncheck the ones you don't want forwarded.
You can forward the following network events:
• Antivirus Convictions
• Deny lists
• Sandboxing
• Insight
• Vantage
You can forward the following endpoint events:
• Antivirus Convictions
• Insight
• Suspicious
• Vantage
• Data Recorder

When you select this option, live response events from the endpoint's data recorder are
forwarded to Splunk. This includes logon / logoff, PowerShell, load points, and heuristic
launch and terminate events of a suspicious nature.
– Process Launch/Terminate

This option is only available if you select Data Recorder. When you select this
option, all process launch and process terminate events are forwarded to Splunk.

You can forward the following events from other control points:
• Email

Note: Process behavior event forwarding is currently not supported.

7. Click Save.

Symantec EDR does not validate your connector configuration. You must enable the connector (which begins
forwarding events to Splunk) and then check the connector health to ensure that configuration works.

8. To enable Symantec EDR event forwarding to Splunk, click Enable.

If an error message appears that indicates there was an issue saving your settings, refresh your browser's cache.

Setting up Symantec EDR incident retrieval via OAuth
To set up Symantec EDR incident retrieval via OAuth

1. In the EDR appliance console, click Settings > Data Sharing.

2. In the OAuth Clients section, click Add Application.

3. In the App Name field, type the name of the application that you want to register.

4. Select the API version that you intend to use.

The default setting is version 2.
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NOTE

You can use version 2-generated OAuth clients on all version 1 APIs regardless of any version 2 assigned
role and privilege.

NOTE

Symantec will support version 1 of Symantec EDR's API up to one year after the release of Symantec EDR
3.1.

5. If you select to enable version 2 APIs, a Role option appears. Click the drop-down menu and select the user role for
the app.

Admin Permits access to all public APIs.
Controller Permits access to all public APIs.

Note: Future versions of Symantec EDR will have differentiations between the Admin role and
the Controller role.

User Permits access to all public APIs that have view_*privileges.
Custom Lets you select the specific privileges that you want to associate with the application.

When you select Custom, a drop-down list appears containing the privileges that you can
choose from. You can select multiple privileges.

You can only specify roles if you use Symantec EDR 3.1 or later.

6. Click Generate.

The client ID and client secret appear.

7. Copy the client secret.

8. Click Done.

9. In the Splunk console, click on the App menu and select Manage Apps. Under the Symantec Add-on for Splunk,
click Set up under Actions.

10. Under ATP Server URL, type the FQDN or IP address of the Symantec EDR server.

11. Paste the client secret which is copied in Step 7.

If the above steps are completed successfully, the Splunk app can retrieve Symantec EDR incident details.

Install and configuring apps and add-ons in a distributed Splunk
environment
Following is the matrix of apps to be deployed in Splunk’s distributed environment.

Table 3: Matrix for Splunk distributed setup

App name Search head instance Indexer instance Forwarder instance

Symantec EDR App for
Splunk (symantec_atp_app)

Yes

Symantec EDR Add-on for
Splunk (TA-symantec_atp)

Yes Yes Yes
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Information about which Symantec application should be set up on which Splunk instance is included in the configuration
section. For information about distributed deployment for Splunk, refer to Splunk’s documentation:

http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.5.1/Deploy/Deploymentcharacteristics

Use the following to configure the Symantec EDR app and add-on for Splunk using the application Setup pages.

Table 4: Matrix for Splunk distributed setup configuration requirement

App name Setup section Search head Instance Indexer instance Forwarder instance

Symantec EDR App for
Splunk
(symantec_atp_app)

Endpoint Yes
(If Symantec EDR
Endpoint Protection is
available)

(App won’t be installed on
Indexers)

App won’t be installed on
Forwarders)

Symantec EDR App for
Splunk
(symantec_atp_app)

Network Yes
(If Symantec EDR
Network Protection is
available)

(App won’t be installed on
Indexers)

(App won’t be installed on
Forwarders)

Symantec EDR App for
Splunk
(symantec_atp_app)

Email Yes
(If Symantec Email
Security.cloud is
available)

(App won’t be installed on
Indexers)

(App won’t be installed on
Forwarders)

Symantec EDR App for
Splunk
(symantec_atp_app)

Adaptive Response Yes
(If Adaptive Response
feature is to be used)

(App won’t be installed on
Indexers)

(App won’t be installed on
Forwarders)

Symantec EDR Add-on
for Splunk
(TA-symantec_atp)

Email Security.cloud
Credentials

(No setup page
configurations required)

(No setup page
configurations required)

Yes
(Credentials are used in
API calls to Datafeeds
URL to collect data)

Symantec EDR Add-on
for Splunk
(TA-symantec_atp)

Email Security.cloud Data
Collection

(No setup page
configurations required)

(No setup page
configurations required)

Yes
(To collect Email logs and
forward to indexers)

Symantec EDR Add-on
for Splunk
(TA-symantec_atp)

EDR appliance console
Credentials

Yes
(If Adaptive Response
feature is to be used)

(No setup page
configurations required)

Yes
(Credentials are used
in API calls to EDR
appliance console URL to
collect incident logs and
AR Actions)

Symantec EDR Add-on
for Splunk
(TA-symantec_atp)

EDR appliance console
Data Collection

(No setup page
configurations required)

(No setup page
configurations required)

Yes
(To collect Symantec
EDR incident logs and
forward to indexers)

Symantec EDR Add-on
for Splunk
(TA-symantec_atp)

Saved Searches
(Not available in Setup
page. Using Adaptive
Response)

Yes
(To generate Adaptive
Response incidents from
indexed data)

(No setup page
configurations required)

(No setup page
configurations required)

Configuring Symantec Email Security.cloud
Configuration of Symantec Email Security.cloud credentials is required to collect email logs. This configuration is done
from the Setup page of Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk (TA-symantec_atp).

The configuration requires the following parameters be specified on the Setup page:
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• Enable Symantec Email Security.cloud Configuration
• Data Feeds Web Service URL of Symantec Email Security.cloud instance is auto-populated
• Username
• Password

NOTE

Once the user saves these credentials, Splunk stores these credentials internally in an encrypted form. These
credentials won’t appear again when you revisit this Setup page.

Incorrect credentials

During the saving process, an API call is made to Email Security.cloud using the provided credentials and only the verified
credentials are stored in Splunk. If invalid credentials are provided, an error appears on the Setup page:

Failed to authenticate datafeedapi.symanteccloud.com using provided credentials.

If credentials were previously successfully saved in Splunk but the new credentials that are provided are incorrect, the
existing credentials remain as is. No changes are saved.

Note that Symantec Email Security.cloud allows a maximum of three wrong attempts of API calls with incorrect password.
Then the account for that user name is blocked. So make sure only correct and working credentials are provided in
Splunk.

The Email data collection should be disabled before you change the password for the provided user name in Symantec
Email Security.cloud. Otherwise, the account might get locked while the API tries to collect Email data with incorrect
existing credentials.

Adding multiple credentials

Adding multiple credentials for Email Security.cloud is not supported. If different credentials with a different user name are
provided, new credentials replace the existing credentials if the new credentials are valid and authenticated.

Updating credentials

To update the credentials, you must specify the same Data Feeds Web Services URL and Username but a different
password and then save it. If different values for IP/Domain Name and Username are provided which are not already
present in Splunk, a new set of credentials is created.

Disabling email data collection

Email data collection can be stopped by unchecking the option Enable Email data collection and saving the
configurations. Note that to enable or disable the data collection, credentials are required.

Configuring email data collection interval

The Email data collection interval is every 15 minutes by default. You can change this collection interval by modifying the
value of “interval” in seconds for the following:

script://$SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/TA-symantec_atp/bin/email_security_cloud_collect.py

stanza of “inputs.conf” file TA-symantec_atp/default.

Configuring EDR appliance console
Configuration of EDR appliance console credentials is required to collect Symantec EDR incident logs. This configuration
is done from the Setup page of Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk (TA-symantec_atp).

The configuration requires the following parameters to be entered on Setup page:
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• Enable Symantec EDR appliance console Configuration
• ATP Server URL of Symantec EDR Manager
• Password

Provide in client_id:client_secret format available from EDR appliance console.
Example if your client_id available from EDR appliance console is “O2ID.xyz.pqr.123” and the client_secret available
from EDR appliance console is “xyz1234323”, the concatenated string of both these values with a colon ( : ) in
between should be provided in password field as “O2ID.xyz.pqr.123:xyz1234323”.

NOTE

Once the user saves these credentials, Splunk stores these credentials internally in an encrypted form. These
credentials won’t appear again when you revisit this Setup page.

Incorrect credentials

During the saving process, an API call is made to EDR appliance console using the provided credentials and only the
verified credentials are stored in Splunk. If invalid credentials are provided, an error appears on the Setup page:

Failed to authenticate atp1.atpserver.com using provided credentials

If credentials were previously successfully saved in Splunk but the new credentials that are provided are incorrect, the
existing credentials remain as is. No changes are saved.

Adding multiple credentials

Multiple credentials can be provided for different Symantec EDR server URLs. In this scenario, incident data is collected
from all the EDR appliance consoles for which the credentials are provided and successfully stored. A user can add
multiple credentials for multiple EDR appliance consoles. For example, a user can configure the following set of
credentials:

Credential #1 

ATP Server URL: atp1.symanteccloud.com 

Password: O2ID.xyz.pqr.123:xyz1234323

Credential #2 

ATP Server URL: atp2.symanteccloud.com 

Password: O2ID.abc.lmn.456:pqr456123456

Updating credentials

To update the credentials, you must specify the same Symantec EDR Server URL but a different password and then save
it. If different values for the Symantec EDR server URL are provided which are not already present in Splunk, a new set of
credentials is created.

Disabling incident data collection

Incident data collection can be stopped by unchecking the option Enable Incident data collection and saving the
configurations. Note that to enable or disable the data collection, credentials are required.

Configuring incident data collection interval

The email data collection interval is every 10 minutes by default. You can change this collection interval by modifying the
value of “interval” in seconds for the following:

script://$SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/TA-symantec_atp/bin/atp_incidents_collect.py

and
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script://$SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/TA-symantec_atp/bin/atp_incident_events_collect.py

stanzas of “inputs.conf” file TA-symantec_atp/default.

Configuring Symantec EDR app for Splunk
You must configure the Symantec EDR app for Splunk to configure the dashboard layouts based on the Symantec control
points data availability. For example, if you have purchased Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response for Endpoint,
you can configure the Splunk app to show only the Endpoint dashboard. This configuration is done from the Setup page
of Symantec EDR App for Splunk (symantec_atp_app).

The configuration requires the following parameters to be specified on the Setup page:

• Email
• Endpoint
• Network
• Adaptive Response

You must specify which control points are relevant in Splunk. This configuration enables or disables the dashboards or
dashboard panels that are related to these components. If you enable Adaptive Response, a separate dashboard for
monitoring Splunk Adaptive Response framework-related Action calls is enabled.

For example, if you select all of the components, all of the dashboards and dashboard panels are visible in the Symantec
EDR App for Splunk shown as follows:

If you select only the Email component, the dashboards and dashboard panels related to only Symantec Email
Security.cloud event data appear in the Symantec EDR App for Splunk shown as follows:

Configuring for Adaptive Response
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To leverage Splunk Adaptive Response Framework with Splunk Enterprise Security (ESS) App, no additional
configurations are required. Default configurations in the app and add-on automatically work.

As the Adaptive Response feature is provided in Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk, it should be disabled on all Splunk
instances except Splunk Search Head. To disable the Adaptive Response-related functionalities, follow these steps:

Table 5: Disabling Adaptive Response

Phase Task Description

1. Disable ATP App for Splunk. Disabling and removing
Adaptive Response menu
and functionality

1. In the Splunk console, go to Manage Apps.
2. In Symantec EDR App for Splunk (symantec_atp_app), click on

Setup page.
3. Uncheck Adaptive Response and save the configurations.

This hides the Adaptive Response dashboard from the app
navigation menu.

2. Disable ATP App Add-On
for Splunk.

Disabling and removing
Adaptive Response saved
searches in Add-On

1. In the Splunk console, go to Manage Apps.
2. In Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk (TA-symantec_atp), click

View Objects.
3. Disable the following saved searches:

– es_symantec_atp_high_priority_incident
– es_symantec_atp_medium_priority_incident
– es_symantec_atp_low_priority_incident

Since Adaptive Response is a specific feature of Splunk ESS App, if
these saved searches are not disabled, it indexes incident-related data,
which is not utlized by the Splunk user.

To leverage Splunk Adaptive Response Framework with a non-Enterprise Security environment that does not have Splunk
Enterprise Security (ESS) App, you need additional configurations in the app and add-on as follows:
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Table 6: Enabling Adaptive Response for non-Enterprise security app customer

Phase Task Description

1. Enable Symantec EDR
App for Splunk.

Enabling Adaptive
Response functionality

1. In the Splunk console, go to Manage Apps.
2. In Symantec EDR App for Splunk (symantec_atp_app), click Setup

page.
3. Check Adaptive Responseand click Save.

The Adaptive Response dashboard appears in the app navigation
menu.

2. Enable Symantec EDR
App Add-On for Splunk.

Enabling Adaptive
Response saved search in
Add-On

1. In the Splunk console, go to Manage Apps.
2. In Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk (TA-symantec_atp), click 

View Objects.
3. Enable the following saved searches by setting the disable parameter

value to False:
– es_symantec_atp_high_priority_incident
– es_symantec_atp_medium_priority_incident
– es_symantec_atp_low_priority_incident
If these saved searches are disenabled, the search queries aren't
executed and corresponding actions aren't executed on the searched
incidents.

4. For each enabled saved search, disable the parameter action.notable
by setting its value as 0. This task prevents the App from trying
to create incidents for Enterprise Security Suite. Notable action is
available only when Enterprise Security Suite is installed.

5. For each enabled saved search, you must add a new parameter
for each Symantec EDR action that you want to take automatically
on execution of that saved search in “action.<action_name> = 1”
format. For example, if you want to take the delete file action, add
the parameter as “action. symantec_atp_delete_file_action = 1”.
The value of <action_name> should be same as actions specified in
alert_actions.conf file in this same add-on.

6. Enable the python script that takes automatic command and checks
Symantec EDR action automatically on regular intervals for all
automatic actions taken. To enable this script, set the value of disable
parameter as False for stanza:
[script://$SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/TA-symantec_atp/bin/
symantec_atp_async_command_status.py]
in inputs.conf file of this add-on.

All Adaptive Response-related events and logs are indexed in index=main by default. To change the index for these
logs (for example, new index is “summary”), uncomment “#param.index = main” and replace the index name “main” by
“summary” for all stanzas in alert_actions.conf file of this add-on.

Configuring Symantec EDR app for Splunk logging
The default logs generated by Symantec EDR App and add-on are set to ERROR level. To change the log level for more
detailed logs, use the following steps:
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Table 7: Changing the default log level

App Steps to change the log level

Symantec EDR App for Splunk Change the default parameter of “setup_logging” method from “loglevel=logging.ERROR”
to “loglevel=logging.DEBUG” in $SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/symantec_atp/bin/
logger_manager.py
The default log location for these logs is $SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/symantec_atp/local/
logs/.
The default index where these logs will be indexed is index=main. To change the index for
these logs for example change from index=main to index=_internal, we need to uncomment
“#index = main” and replace the index name “main” by “_internal” for stanza “[monitor://
$SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/symantec_atp_app/local/logs]” in inputs.conf file of this add-on.

Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk Change the default parameter of “setup_logging” method from “loglevel=logging.ERROR”
to “loglevel=logging.DEBUG” in $SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/TA-symantec_atp/bin/
logger_manager.py
The default log location for these logs is $SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/TA-symantec_atp/local/
logs/.
The default index where these logs will be indexed is index=main. To change the index for
these logs for example change from index=main to index=_internal, we need to uncomment
“#index = main” and replace the index name “main” by “_internal” for stanza “[monitor://
$SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/symantec_atp_app/local/logs]” in inputs.conf file of this add-on.

Do not change the log level in “setup_logger” in TA-symantec_atp/bin/lib/cim_actions.py as this may affect the behavior
of Adaptive Response feature. The Adaptive Response feature depends on event logs generated by this method. The
default log location for these logs is:

$SPLUNK_HOME/var/log/splunk
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Using the Symantec EDR app and add-on for Splunk

Dashboards
The Symantec EDR App uses the term “control point” for each of the area of protection provided by Symantec Endpoint
Detection and Response solution. The Symantec EDR App for Splunk provides various visualization and provides incident
responders with information about their environment.

Protection at a glance

This dashboard enables users to have a collective view of endpoint, network, and roaming on the protection status
maintained by EDR appliance console.

List of protection at a glance panels and charts lists the dashboard's various panels and charts.

Table 8: List of protection at a glance panels and charts

Panel/Chart Description

Suspicious Files This panel shows a weekly trend of the number of suspicious files that ATP: Endpoint detected.
Symantec EDR uses a file classifier to analyze files with unknown dispositions. The file classifier
breakdowns files by their attributes to determine if the file is good or malicious, based on decision
trees that are trained with millions of files.
This technology uses machine-learning instead of signatures or sandbox detonation. ATP:
Endpoint does not block suspicious files and highlights the possibility of a new and unknown
threats.

Sandboxing Convictions (Cynic) This panel shows a weekly trend of the aggregated sandbox convictions across all control points.
Cynic ™ analysis and virtual execution detonates files in a cloud-based sandbox environment,
analyzes, and reports each step of the observed behavior. Cynic uses machine-learning
technology to compare the results to known bad attributes. It then correlates your data with real-
world data provided by the Symantec Global Intelligence Network to determine if the files are
malicious.

Open Incidents This panel shows a weekly trend of current incidents that are opened and retrieved via the
Symantec EDR Public API.

Targeted Attacks This panel shows a weekly trend of the number of incidents created based on Dynamic
Adversary Intelligence, which detects known targeted attacks based on attributes.

File Reputation (Insight) This panel shows a weekly total of the aggregated blocked events across ATP: Endpoint and
ATP: Network control points based on file reputation. Symantec EDR uses Insight technology to
identify new threats in both ATP: Endpoint and ATP: Network.

Network Threats Blocked This panel shows the weekly trend of the aggregated blocked events across ATP: Endpoint and
ATP: Network control points based on Intruder Prevention.

Network Threats Monitored This panel shows a weekly trend of the aggregated events that are not blocked at ATP: Endpoint
and ATP: Network control points based on Intruder Prevention.

New and Unknown Threats This panel shows the weekly trend of the aggregated detected events of new and unknown
threats across Endpoint and Network control points.
The New and Unknown Threats widget lists the number of files that were detected as threats
within your environment by the following Symantec technologies: Cynic, Insight, and Mobile
Insight.

Event contributions by affected IP This panel shows the top 10 IP addresses that generate events based on the selected filter
(default 15 days). You can use this information as a base line to query further on why a certain IP
is generating these many events.
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Panel/Chart Description

Conviction URLs This panel shows alist of URLs convicted by Endpoint IPS, Network IPS, and Email control points
based on the selected filter (default 15 days). You can use this information to supplement IPS/FW
or network security devices in the environment to prevent accessing of these malicious domains.

Top 25 SHA256 This panel shows a list of malicious files that various control points detected and blocked based
on the selected filter (15 days). You can use this information to supplement endpoint or network
security devices to block access for these malicious files using the hash.

Malicious File Names This panel shows a list of malicious files that various control points detected based on the
selected filter (15 days).
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Endpoint Protection at a glance

This dashboard provides information on the endpoint related events from both Symantec EDR and Endpoint Protection.

Endpoint Protection at a glance panels/charts lists the various Endpoint Protection dashboard panels and charts.
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Table 9: Endpoint Protection at a glance panels/charts

Panel/Chart Description

IPS (Vantage) This panel shows a weekly total of the aggregated blocked or monitored events across Endpoint based
on IPS.
IPS is a signature-based detection engine that finds threats in the network steam. Network traffic is
blocked at the endpoint, and the source of events be blocked at the network security devices.

File Reputation (Insight) This panel shows a weekly total of the aggregated blocked or monitored events across Endpoint based
on Insight file reputation.
Symantec EDR uses Insight technology to identify new threats in both ATP: Endpoint and ATP: Network.

AntiVirus Engine This panel shows a weekly total of the aggregated blocked events across Endpoint based on antivirus
detections.
Symantec EDR uses a signature-based detection engine that detects files based malware. Files
detected are blocked at the endpoint.

Suspicious Files This panel shows a weekly trend of the number of suspicious files detected in ATP: Endpoint.
ATP uses a file classifier to analyze files with unknown dispositions. The file classifier breaks down files
by their attributes to determine if the file is good or malicious, based on decision trees that are trained
with millions of files.
This technology uses machine-learning instead of signatures or sandbox detonation. ATP: Endpoint does
not block suspicious files. It highlights the possibility of a new and unknown threat.

Users at Risk This panel shows a weekly total of the aggregated events across ATP: Endpoint.
This panel consists of a list of the names of Windows logon users who contributed to AV and IPS events.

All Files inspected This panel shows the total number of files inspected by SEP. The number includes inspections whether
they were good, bad or unknown. It shows a weekly total of the aggregated events across Endpoint.
The trending shows if new process executable files are seen in the environment and if such trends are
expected (for example, Firefox update).

Blocked Traffic This graph shows the trending of blocked IPS traffic based on the selected filter (default 15 days) for
ATP: Endpoint and is used to baseline the network. An increase of blocked traffic on a non-working day
could potentially show unauthorized traffic or infected hosts.

Local Host by conviction This graph shows the trending of conviction for both AV and IPS based on the selected filter (default 15
days) for ATP: Endpoint. The endpoints are investigated for their detection volume.

Remote Host by conviction This graph shows the trending of conviction for both AV and IPS based on the selected filter (default
15 days) for ATP: Endpoint. The remote computers are investigated for attempting to infect the local
endpoint and should be blocked at the network security devices.

Top 25 Files This panel shows a list of the top 25 process executable files seen by endpoints based on the selected
filter (default 15 days). This list contains good, bad, and unknown reputation and shows the popularity of
files. For example, users who recently updated to new version of Chrome. It provides information on the
SHA256, MD5, and the digital signature of the file.
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Network and Roaming Protection at a glance

Network and Roaming Protection at a glance panels/charts provides a description of this dashboard, which gives users an
overview of the overall network being monitored using EDR appliance console.
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Table 10: Network and Roaming Protection at a glance panels/charts

Panel/Chart Description

eny list (IP/URL/Domain) This panel shows a weekly trend for the network control point for denied IPs, URLs, and domains.
The deny list uses both Deepsight and user-defined deny list Symantec EDR policy to match network
packet inspected by Symantec EDR.

Deny list (File) This panel shows a weekly trend for the network control point for denied files.
The deny list matches user-defined deny list Symantec EDR policies to match files that Symantec EDR
inspects.

IPS (Vantage) This panel shows a weekly trend for the network control points for IPS detections.
IPS is a signature-based detection engine that finds threats in the network steam. Network traffic is
detected (blocked or monitored) at the ATP: Network appliance.

File Reputation (Insight) This panel shows a weekly aggregated Insight detection events for network and roaming control points.
Insight technology is used to identify new threats in the network control point.

Mobile File Reputation
(Mobile Insight)

This panel shows weekly aggregated Mobile Insight detection events for the network control point.
Mobile Insight technology used to identify new mobile APK threats in the network control point. 

Sandboxing Conviction
(Cynic)

This panel shows a weekly trend of files downloaded from the network that has been convicted by
Cynic.
Cynic ™ analysis and virtual execution detonates files in a cloud-based sandbox environment, analyzes,
and reports each step of the observed behavior. Cynic uses machine-learning technology to compare
the results to known bad attributes. It then correlates your data with real-world data provided by the
Symantec Global Intelligence Network to determine if the files are malicious.

AntiVirus Engine This panel shows a weekly trend of files blocked events across network and roaming control points for
antivirus detections.
Signature-based detection engine that detects file based malware when downloading from the Internet.
Files detected are blocked by ATP: Network.

Infected System This panel shows a weekly trend of detection based on IPS technology of type category System
Infection.
This could mean that an endpoint is infected and part of a botnet. This panel shows both blocked
and allowed traffic. For blocked traffic, check if there are suspicious process running on endpoint. For
allowed traffic, check if ATP: Network has blocking enabled.

Network Traffic This graph shows the trending of allowed and blocked events on the selected filter (default 15 days)
for ATP: Network control point. If the allowed traffic is higher than expected, consider putting ATP into
in-line blocking mode. You can also check if the network or endpoint has been misconfigured and is
allowing malicious traffic.

Web Traffic This graph shows the trending of both allowed and blocked events on the selected filter (default 15
days) for ATP: Roaming. If the allowed traffic is higher than expected, consider configuring ATP:
Roaming in blocking mode.

Event Contributions by
affected IP

Top 10 IP addresses that generate events based on the selected filter (default 15 days). You can use
this information as a base line to inquiry further about why a certain IP is generating the volume of
events.

Conviction URLs This panel is alist of URLs convicted by Network and Roaming IPS control points based on the selected
filter (default 15 days). You can use this information to supplement IPS/FW or network security devices
in the environment to prevent accessing of these malicious domains.
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Email Protection at a glance

Email Protection at a glance panels/charts describes the dashboard that gives users an overview of the overall email
cloud monitoring parameters.

Table 11: Email Protection at a glance panels/charts

Panel/Chart Description

Total Malware This panel shows weekly trending information about the total number of malware items blocked by
Symantec Email.cloud and ATP:Email service.

Malware Targets This panel shows weekly trending information about the total number of unique recipients targeted by
attackers and blocked by the Email.cloud service.

Phishing Targets This panel shows weekly trending information about the total number of unique phishing recipients
targeted by attackers and blocked by the Email.cloud service.

Malicious Sources This panel shows weekly trending information about the number of unique MTA IPs delivering malicious
payloads to the recipients.

Malicious URLs This panel shows weekly trending information about the number of emails blocked that contain
malicious URLs.
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Panel/Chart Description

Sandboxing Convictions
(Cynic)

This panel shows a weekly trend of emails with attachments convicted by Cynic.
Cynic ™ analysis and virtual execution detonates files in a cloud-based sandbox environment, and then
analyzes and reports each step of the observed behavior. Cynic uses machine-learning technology to
compare the results to known bad attributes. It then correlates your data with real-world data provided
by the Symantec Global Intelligence Network to determine if the files are malicious.

Attacks Timeline This panel provides an overview of the attack timeline indicating the volume of malware attacks blocked
by Symantec Email.cloud for the selected timeframe.

Geographical View of
Sources

This panel provides a geographical view of the attack landscape and provides visibility into origination of
the attack, i.e., the countries from which malicious emails are being sent.

Malware Types This panel displays the breakdown of malware categorized by Symantec Email.cloud service.
Malwares This panel displays the breakdown of malware blocked by the Symantec Email.cloud service. Ex: JS/

Downloader, Trojan.Gen, etc.
Top 10 Recipients This panel displays the top 10 recipients (targets) of malicious emails for your organization.
Top 10 Sources This panel displays the top 10 sources (IP addresses of the MTA) of the malicious emails that attackers

attempted to deliver to your organization.
Top 10 Senders This panel displays the top 10 senders (envelope from) of the malicious emails that attackers attempted

to deliver to your organization.
Malware Sources This panel displays the IP address of the sending MTA , source country and number of email malware

threats that attackers attempted to deliver to your organization.
Malicious URLs This panel displays the URLs in the emails that are blocked by Symantec Email.cloud service. These

URLs can be in the Email body or attachments.
Cynic Convictions This panel displays the number of Cynic (sandbox) convictions detected by the ATP: Email.
Link Following URLs This panel displays information about URLs that are convicted by link-following technology and includes

both source (URL that is in email body or attachment) and destination URLs (URL from which the actual
payload is downloaded).
Symantec Email.cloud service link-following technology actively opens each link in the email and
checks the destination website for malware or other types of potentially harmful content at the time the
link is clicked.
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Tools
This menu item enables users to search for a specific list of items from the overall data collected by to get a EDR
appliance console drill-down view on any of the specific events that you are tracking. It is divided into four sub-sections as
described below.

Email Investigation

This dashboard lets you search a specific list of emails and associated attachments for malware.

It consists of the following panels:

• Malicious Email Traffic
• Malicious Files
• Attachment Overview

Endpoint Investigation
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This dashboard lets you drill down to specific events related to Endpoint investigation.

It consists of various panels as described below:

• Endpoint Information
• Malicious Files
• Malicious Connections
• Related Threats
• Related Events

File Investigation

This dashboard lets you drill down to specific file investigations related to end-points, emails or networks.
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It consists of various panels as described below:

• File Information
• File Overview
• Seen on Endpoints
• Related Connections

Domain Investigation

This dashboard lets you drill down to domain/URL related investigation that have been tracked across network, endpoint
or email sources.

It consists of various panels as described below:

• Domain Information
• Related Connections
• Files Downloaded
• Related Endpoints
• Related Emails
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Help
This menu item lets you troubleshoot issues with the Symantec Splunk apps and add-ons using information from logs as
well as Splunk license usage information.

Splunk License Usage

This dashboard lets you track overall Splunk license usage.
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Troubleshooting
This dashboard gives you a starting point for any investigation related to the events that are being indexed in Splunk for
Symantec EDR. It also lets you search log files that are indexed to enable better tracking.
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Search
This menu can be used similarly to the search and reporting app to perform free-form searches on data indexed in Splunk.
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Viewing Symantec EDR incidents and related events in Splunk
The Symantec EDR App lets you view Symantec EDR incidents and related events in the Splunk console. You must first
configure OAuth for your Symantec EDR appliance and enable it for the Symantec EDR app to replicate Symantec EDR
incidents and related events in Splunk.

Setting up Symantec EDR incident retrieval via OAuth

By default, the Symantec EDR Import Jobs service runs every 10 minutes to replicate Symantec EDR incident and related
event data. To change the data collection interval, refer “Configuring Incident Data Collection Interval” section in this
document. The Symantec EDR app only replicates the incidents that occur when the connection between the Symantec
EDR appliance and Splunk is enabled and healthy. Whenever incident information is updated in the EDR appliance
console, corresponding new events are created in Splunk with updated information. This dashboard always shows the
latest information on a particular incident. The Symantec EDR App leverages the Splunk platform to let you sort columns,
perform searches, and apply filters on Incident and Event Summary pages. See the Splunk documentation for more
information.
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To view Symantec EDR incidents and related events in Splunk:

Task Steps

To view basic information about a specific incident Hover over the reference icon for that incident.
To view detailed information about a specific incident Click the reference icon for that incident. The Incident page

appears.
To view the events that are related to an incident 1. Click the reference icon for the incident.

2. On the Incident page, click the Event Summary tab.

To view details about event types 1. On the Event Summary tab, scroll down to the list of related
events.

2. Click on an event type in the Event Type column to view
additional the tabs that provide information such as threat
details, file information, etc.

To view all fields on the incident and related events page without
tabs
Optional

Perform the following steps if you prefer to see all fields in a single
view as opposed to tabbed view.
1. Click on the gear icon on the top right corner of the screen to

open the Settings panel.
2. Navigate to Forms and disable the Tabbed form setting.
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Adaptive Response Framework

Using Adaptive Response
Previously Symantec EDR admins had to monitor the security logs that Symantec EDR collects and sends to Splunk, then
find the security incidents from those logs in Splunk, remember the endpoints where the incidents occurred, and then go
to Symantec EDR to take action on those endpoints. Adaptive Response Framework closes the gap between Symantec
EDR and Splunk.

Using Splunk’s Adaptive Response Framework, Symantec EDR admins can now execute various Symantec EDR actions
like delete file, isolate endpoint, and rejoin endpoint directly from Splunk apps whenever the incidents are detected in
Splunk (based on the data that is sent from Symantec EDR logs/events to Splunk).

Different type of actions available for Adaptive Response describes the ways to take Symantec EDR actions on the
endpoints.

Table 12: Different type of actions available for Adaptive Response

Manual actions (with Enterprise Security Suite) Automatic actions (without Enterprise Security Suite)

Splunk provides a Splunk Enterprise Security Suite (ESS), which
leverages the Splunk’s Adaptive Response Framework and lets
Admins monitor and manage threats and incidents directly from
the Splunk apps. It has the rich dashboards that help monitor the
incidents, take manual actions on the incidents, and also monitor
these actions.
Splunk Enterprise Security Suite is extendable by adding a
compatible Module App (Adaptive Response Add-ons) for a
particular domain/technology. The Suite detects configurations in
these Adaptive Response Add-ons and helps monitor and take
actions on the incidents that these Add-ons report.
Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk (TA-symantec_atp) is one such
module for Splunk Enterprise Security Suite. It leverages Splunk
Adaptive Response Framework and empowers system admins
to monitor and take actions on incidents reported by analytics on
Symantec EDR events/logs from the Splunk Enterprise Security
Suite dashboards.

In scenarios where Splunk Enterprise Security Suite (ESS) is
not purchased and is not installed in your Splunk infrastructure,
Symantec EDR App still offers an elegant way to monitor and take
action on the incidents reported by analytics on Symantec EDR
events/logs.
To do this, Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk leverages Adaptive
Response Framework independent of Splunk Enterprise Security
Suite (ESS) and can execute Symantec EDR actions. But the
actions are executed automatically when the incidents are
reported and there are no user interaction on these actions.

ARF in Splunk Enterprise Security Suite (ESS)
Splunk provides the Adaptive Response Framework in the Enterprise Security Suite by leveraging the modular action that
is functionality provided in Splunk_SA_CIM.notabl.

The Splunk core already provides standard alert actions like sending emails, notable events, calling a Webhook URL, etc.
But Modular Actions on top of these are nothing but custom alert actions. These custom alert actions let you invoke the
Python scripts that use APIs external to Splunk.

The Enterprise Security Suite app provides support for Correlation/Saved Searches with notable actions. When a Splunk
Enterprise Security Correlation/Saved Search (with Notable Event mapped) is executed and gets at least one event in
the results, notable events are created through standard notable action. These notable events are visible in the Incident
Review dashboard of Splunk Enterprise Security App and no other alert action (other than notable action) is executed
automatically because none is mapped. The Incident Review dashboard is as follows:
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Splunk, as a part of the Adaptive Response Framework, has enhanced this Incident Review dashboard in the latest
Enterprise Security Suite app, which provides the option to take actions on these notable events.

You can view the notable event details by expanding the left arrow for that notable event and execute alert actions
manually for each of the notable events by clicking Run Adaptive Response Actions for the notable event and selecting
the specific alert action.

When a notable event's Run Adaptive Response Actions menu item is clicked, it populates all of the standard actions
and custom actions by reading the alert_actions.conf files of all the installed apps on that Splunk instance. Users can
select multiple actions on this pop-up and run them for that notable event.
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When these actions are run, for each such selected action corresponding actions are invoked from alert_actions.conf. For
each of these actions, Splunk invokes the sendalert command by passing the notable event content in a result .csv file
path with the action name in the parameters.

This sendalert command then calls the Python script with same name as the action name and provides the .csv
file path to that script. These Python scripts, one for each alert action, extend the SymantecATPBaseAction
(symantec_atp_base_actions.py) to leverage Adaptive Response Framework. Each Alert Action Python script passes a
specific action name, disposition, and action_group parameters to SymantecATPBaseAction, which makes REST API
calls to Symantec EDR.

symantec_atp_base_actions.py:

Class name: SymantecATPBaseAction

This Python script performs the following actions:

• Makes API calls to Symantec EDR Manager.
• Handles API call response given by Symantec EDR in proper format and indexes it in specific index, source and

sourcetype to be used further in the Action dashboard.

The SymantecATPBaseAction (symantec_atp_base_actions.py) Python script extends the ModularAction class from
cim_actions.py file to comply with the ModularAction and leaves the implementation of custom logic for that action to the
Python scripts extending this one. The cim_actions.py is the core of Adaptive Response Framework and is copied from
Splunk_SA_CIM app into our Adaptive Response Add-on (i.e., Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk TA-symantec_atp/bin/lib
folder). This way any Splunk saved search can execute any modular action.

Each action Python script with custom logic should also have a corresponding action HTML file with the exact same action
name. If the HTML file is blank, the Show Actions popup does not populate any form and is executed directly. If the
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HTML files have a form, the user can input values when selecting the action and these input values are available in the
action Python script. The developer can then use this data in business logic or as parameters to external REST APIs.

When these alert actions are executed successfully, the user can check the Alert Action status in Adaptive Responses:

Users can click on this Alert Action name to view the events and response related to this action. You can also click on
View Adaptive Response Invocations menu items in the Actions menu to view more details on notable events and
corresponding alert action responses.

Splunk Enterprise Security Suite app also provides an Adaptive Response Action Center Dashboard to monitor the
executions of these Modular Actions invoked through the Incident Review dashboard.
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ARF in Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk
The Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk (TA-symantec_atp) leverages the Adaptive Response by including/copying the
modular actions functionality that Splunk_SA_CIM provides.

The Splunk core already provides standard alert actions like sending emails, notable events, calling a Webhook URL, etc.
Modular Actions on top of these are nothing but custom alert actions. These custom alert actions allow the invocation of
custom Python scripts that can include APIs external to Splunk.

Splunk has developed this Custom Modular Actions functionality by creating a Splunk command that is called sendalert,
which is configured in the action stanza of alert_actions.conf with is_custom=1. Parameters of this command are
the saved search result file path, action name, etc.

So when a Saved Search/Alert (with Alert Actions mapped) is executed and gets at least one event in the results, the
corresponding actions are invoked from alert_actons.conf automatically. For each action, Splunk invokes the
sendalert command by passing the saved search result .csv file path and action name in the parameters.
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This sendalert command then calls the Python script with same name as the action name and provides the .csv
file path to that script. These Python scripts, each for one Alert Action, extend the SymantecATPBaseAction
(symantec_atp_base_actions.py) to leverage the Adaptive Response Framework. Each Alert Action Python script
passes specific action name, disposition and action_group parameters SymantecATPBaseAction, which makes REST API
calls to Symantec EDR.

symantec_atp_base_actions.py:

Class name: SymantecATPBaseAction

This Python script performs the following actions:

• Makes API calls to EDR appliance console
• Handles the API call response that Symantec EDR gives in proper format and indexes it in specific index, source, and

source type to be used further in the Action dashboard

The SymantecATPBaseAction (symantec_atp_base_actions.py) Python script extends the ModularAction class
from the cim_actions.py file to comply with the ModularAction and leaves the implementation of custom logic for that
action to the Python scripts extending this one. The cim_actions.py is the core of the Adaptive Response Framework
and is copied from the Splunk_SA_CIM app into our Adaptive Response Add-on Symantec EDR Add-on for Splunk TA-
symantec_atp/bin/lib folder. This way, any Splunk-saved search can execute any Modular Action.

Each action Python script with custom logic should also have a corresponding action HTML file with the exact action
name. If the HTML file is blank, the Show Actions pop-up does not populate any form and is executed directly. If the
HTML files have form, users can input values when they select the action and these input values are available in the
action Python script. Developers can use these values in business logic or as parameters to external REST APIs.

Unlike Splunk Enterprise Security Suite, these actions are invoked automatically rather than manually by a user, which
means that there is no user to fill in the form. Hence, for automatic actions, it is suggested to keep such HTML files blank.

Symantec EDR App for Splunk (symantec_atp_app) also provides an Adaptive Response Dashboard to monitor the
execution of these Modular Actions that are automatically invoked through Saved Search Alert Actions.

Adaptive Response Splunk ATP App

This dashboard enables users to keep track of the saved searches with which Symantec EDR actions are associated and
are scheduled to take automated actions.
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Workflow for Symantec EDR app

Table 13: Workflow in ESS and non-ES environment

Workflow in ESS environment Workflow in non-ESS environment

1. After setup of the TA-symantec_atp, it communicates with
Symantec EDR by using EDR appliance console credentials.
2. The alert actions are executed automatically when the
corresponding saved searches return any events in result.
3. The saved searches are scheduled to execute every 10 minutes
and include searches for events of last 10 minutes.
4. To configure the search schedules, edit the cron schedules
that are mentioned in TA-symantec_atp/default/
savedsearches.conf.
5. The ESS app recognizes the Correlation Searches that are
configured in TA-symantec_atp.
6. To enable or disable the notable event actions, in ESS app, go
to Configure > Content management.
7. Filter the list of Correlation Searches with TA-symantec_atp.
8. Edit the Correlation search and add Notable Action in the action
list, if not added already or disabled.
9. When the saved searches are executed every 10 minutes, the
corresponding Correlation searches create a notable event for
each saved search result event.
10. Users can track the notable events from the dashboard in the
app at ESS > Incident Review.
11. To execute a manual Symantec EDR action on a notable
event, click on the Actions menu item in the last column of
notable event and click Run Adaptive Response Actions.
12. In the pop-up, add the action that you want to execute, click
Run, and close the pop-up.
13. You can view the details of the executed actions on a notable
event in the details drop of notable event.
14. The actions and responses can be tracked from the dashboard
in the app at ESS > Audit > Adaptive Response Action Center.

15. After the setup of the TA-symantec_atp, it communicates with
Symantec EDR by using EDR appliance console credentials.
16. The alert actions are executed automatically when the
corresponding saved searches return any events in result.
17. The saved searches are scheduled to execute every 10
minutes and include searches for events of last 10 minutes.
18. To configure the search schedules, edit the cron schedules
that are mentioned in TA-symantec_atp/default/
savedsearches.conf.
19. You can track the actions and responses from the dashboard
in the app on the symantec_app > Adaptive Response
dashboard.
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Appendix

Troubleshooting the Symantec EDR app
When an issue arises with the Symantec EDR app, the first place you should look is the Symantec EDR App Logs for
more information. You may want to increase the logging level to debug to view all of the app activity that has occurred
(info is the default logging level).

Configuring Symantec EDR app for Splunk logging

Troubleshoot the Symantec EDR app describes some possible reasons why the Symantec EDR app may not be
replicating Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response incidents and related events and offers some suggestions on how
to troubleshoot.

Table 14: Troubleshoot the Symantec EDR app

Issue Recommendation

The Symantec EDR instance is
disabled.

Ensure that the Symantec EDR instance is enabled.

The Symantec EDR appliance is
down.

Log onto EDR appliance console and review the system health.

The OAuth token is invalid or
expired.

The Symantec EDR app cannot replicate incidents and related events unless you have a valid
authentication client registered with the Symantec EDR instance. Confirm the OAuth client ID and
client secret in the EDR appliance console or obtain a new one.

The Symantec EDR Import Jobs
service isn't running (or not
running as scheduled).

By default, the Symantec EDR app runs the Symantec EDR Import Jobs service every 5 minutes.
This service polls the Symantec EDR appliance and retrieves any new incidents and related events
that have occurred in the preceding 5 minutes.
Check  Symantec EDR > Troubleshooting > Import Logs to ensure that this service is running.
You can also verify the job in the ServiceNow System Scheduler.
If you are looking for an incident or related event that may have occurred more recently than the
last time the Import Jobs service has run, do the following:
1. Locate the Symantec EDR Import Job in the ServiceNow System Scheduler > Scheduled

Jobs.
2. Edit the Symantec EDR Import Job job.
3. Click Execute Now to force an update.

Note: Only ServiceNow administrators can change the frequency of how often the Symantec
EDR Import Job runs. Symantec recommends this setting remain at the default setting of every 5
minutes. This setting provides current information without putting a demand on system resources.

The Symantec EDR Import Job
duplicates execution after the app
is reinstalled.

If you reinstall the app and see duplicate import logs under  Symantec EDR > Troubleshooting >
Import Logs, do the following:
1. Go to System Definition > Scheduled Jobs.
2. Update all three Symantec EDR scheduled jobs (i.e., Symantec EDR Import Job, Symantec

EDR Import Job Cleanup, and Symantec EDR REST API Failure Notification) with Repeat
Interval seconds input set to 01.

Duplicate email notifications
received after the app is
reinstalled.

If you reinstall the app and are receiving duplicate email notifications, do the following:
1. Go to System Definition > Scheduled Jobs.
2. Update all three Symantec EDR scheduled jobs (i.e., Symantec EDR Import Job, Symantec

EDR Import Job Cleanup, and Symantec EDR REST API Failure Notification) with Repeat
Interval seconds input set to 01.
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Issue Recommendation

The MID server may be down. Verify that the MID server that communicates with the Symantec EDR appliance is online and
operational on the MID Server Dashboard in the ServiceNow console.

Incident Summary event count
does not match the Related
Events count.

The Symantec EDR appliance incident creation engine might log related events to the database
after the incident is logged. Allow some time for the events be logged and imported by the
Symantec EDR Import Job.

Installing an app or add-on in Splunk Enterprise
To install and configure a Splunk Application from the Splunk UI

1. On the Splunk user interface in the upper left-hand corner, click Apps > Manage Apps.

2. Click Install app from file to upload the spl/zip file directly to Splunk from the local system.

3. Restart the Splunk server with the command $SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk restart, where $SPLUNK_HOME is the
folder path where Splunk is installed.

4. After a successful upload and restart of Splunk, you are prompted to set up and configure the app. Click Set up Now
to configure the app. If you don't see the prompt, go to the Splunk home page and click the App icon to display the
configuration page.

Search head clustering
For information about search head clustering, see the following article:

http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.5.2/DistSearch/Configuresearchheadpooling
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Indexer clustering
For information about indexer clustering, see the following articles:

http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.5.2/Indexer/Aboutindexesandindexers

http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.5.2/Indexer/Basicclusterarchitecture

Multisite clustering
For information about multisite clustering, see the following article:

http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.5.2/Indexer/Multisitearchitecture
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Event data collection in Splunk
Index

In Splunk, application event data is stored in indexes. The Symantec app for Splunk uses the default Splunk index named
main.

NOTE

A good practice is to create indexes when you install the apps and before you perform any app configuration.

Table 15: Index used Symantec App for Splunk

Index Name Created in App/Manual Purpose/Type of event data

main Available as part of Splunk framework. Indexes the event data from Symantec
EDR Manager and Symantec Email
Security.cloud using any of the Channels.
For instance, Syslog/UDP, REST API, or
HEC Collector are indexed into Splunk at
this index.

This index is used in the Symantec App for Splunk dashboards.

WARNING

To prevent the loss of information, do not clean this index.
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Fields: source and sourcetype

The fieldssource, and sourcetype are Splunk defaults and are used to consistently categorize and parse indexed data.
The following table shows how the Symantec-related event data is distributed in these fields. Additional details about the
default fields are available at:

http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.4.3/Data/Aboutdefaultfields

Table 16: Events and associated source and sourcetype

Index Name source sourcetype Purpose/Type of event data

main symantec_atp symantec:atp:email Contains the Email event
data that's sent from
Symantec EDR Manager to
Splunk using HTTP Event
Collector.

main symantec_atp symantec:atp:endpoint Contains the Endpoint
event data that's sent from
Symantec EDR Manager to
Splunk using HTTP Event
Collector.

main symantec_atp symantec:atp:network Contains the Network
event data that's sent from
Symantec EDR Manager to
Splunk using HTTP Event
Collector.

main symantec_cloud symantec:cloud:email Contains the Email event
data that's collected
from Symantec Email
Security.cloud to Splunk
using API calls made from
Scripted Data Inputs.

main symantec_atp symantec:atp:incidents Contains the ATP Incidents
logs collected from Symantec
EDR Manager to Splunk
using API calls made from
Scripted Data Inputs.

main symantec_atp symantec:atp:incidentevents Contains the events that are
related to ATP Incidents logs
collected from Symantec
EDR Manager to Splunk
using API calls made from
Scripted Data Inputs.

Eventgen configuration for sample event data
The Symantec EDR add-on for Splunk contains sample data in the "sample" folder. The eventgen configuration can
be used to test the visualization dashboards of the Symantec EDR App for Splunk application. You perform this test by
populating the sample data using the SA-Eventgen app. By default, sample event data is generated in index=main.

As soon as the SA-Eventgen app and the TA-symantec_atp app are installed on the same Splunk instance, the system
generates the events from the sample logs.

The default index for the sample data is main. To change the index, replace the index name with the new index name in
all of the .csv files in the TA-symantec_atp/samples folder.
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The SA-Eventgen app reads the TA-symantec_atp/default/eventgen.conf file to generate events from the
sample logs. You can download the latest SA-Eventgen app from Splunkbase at https://splunkbase.splunk.com/
app/1924/.

Best practices for scheduling saved searches
If you decide to write custom saved searches and associated correlation searches, you must schedule them to run at
different times. If the scheduling is not offset, the searches may compete with each other for the resources. Use the
following guidelines when you configure scheduling time intervals for any saved searches.

The Cron Schedule parameter should be properly configured to spread the execution time of saved searches. For
example, */5 * * * * runs thesaved search query every five minutes (based on the internal Splunk framework clock).

Use-case: You create a search and save it at 5:15 P.M.. The Splunk clock's five-minute period ends at 5:18 P.M., so
the search is executed at 5:18 P.M., and at every following five-minute interval. If all saved searches are configured
accordingly, they all execute exactly at the same time, every five minutes. This configuration can cause conflicts due to all
searches running simultaneously.

To avoid search conflicts, configure a different starting time for each saved search. For example, configure 3-59/5 * * *
* for other saved searches.

Use-case: You create a search and save it at 5:15 P.M.. The Splunk clock's five-minute period ends at 5:18 P.M., so the
search starts at 5:21 P.M. (three minutes later) and at every following five-minute interval.

If a saved search is mapped to an action script, and the script requires more than 10 minutes to execute, the script times
out and exits. Schedule these saved searches to execute every 10 minutes, to avoid a process overload from overlapping
searches.

Known limitations
• When the app is installed, the following error is entered into the splunkd.log file:

Error in 'sendalert' command: Alert action "notable" not found
This error is related to a Splunk Enterprise Security Adaptive Response framework dependency and can be ignored if:
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– The Adaptive Response feature is not used.
– The Adaptive Response-related savedsearches can be disabled.

• Splunk Enterprise Security Suite has some browser compatibility issues that, when executing an Adaptive Response
Action, can result in the following message:
"Symantec EDR Delete File on Device" could not be dispatched.
If you see this message, switch to a different browser and try again.

• When a "Symantec EDR Delete File on Device" action is taken on an event with too many File Hashes and Device
UIDs, the following occurs:
– File Hashes and Device UIDs are divided into groups of seven.
– The app automatically takes multiple "Symantec EDR Delete File on Device" actions.
In this scenario, a single action submits multiple File Hashes and Device UIDs in one API call to EDR appliance
console. If some device does not contain a file with the provided hash, the action status shows failed; Symantec EDR
provides the following response for the API call:
"One or more of the targets is not a valid device file pair."

• When the Endpoint is not managed by SEPM Server, the delete file, isolate, and rejoin adaptive response actions are
not be performed.

• On the Symantec EDR app for Splunk visualization dashboards, if a table column with either blank or "-" values is
clicked, drill down does not work.

• A PDF of any Splunk visualization dashboard from a Chrome browser is not downloaded and is detected as Malware.
The application dashboards generate Malware-related information that when printed as a PDF, is wrongly identified as
Malware by the Chrome browser. Temporarily disable the "Protect you and your device from dangerous sites" option in
Chrome settings. For more information, refer to:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/6261569
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